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By Tony Gimmellie

The AR family of rifles is one of the most versatile rifle platforms ever offered. Walk into any gun store
or do a search on the internet and you will come across an abundance of companies offering AR style
rifles with more options and accessories than you could imagine. The AR platform is popular for many
reasons. One being it has been in use by the military, law enforcement, competitors, and recreational
shooters for over 40 years in once capacity or another. Increasing its popularity and demand is the anti‐
gun crowd trying to take away your rights and freedoms by banning and restricting them.
Over the years so many great and innovative people have designed products to enhance the AR rifle
platform and the AR Folding Stock Adapter by Law Tactical is no exception.
Law Tactical is owned and run by Zach Law. Zach like so many of us, is an avid firearms owner and gun
enthusiast. Zach is also a former member of the US Secret Service’s elite Counter Sniper teams. His love
of firearms and seeing a need to adapt and change the way the AR style of rifles are carried and
employed in day to day operations is what lead to the creation of the AR Folding Stock Adaptor.
The AR Folding Stock Adaptor allows the end user to easily convert any AR style rifle into a unique
compact platform that can be easily bagged, transported and carried allowing you a smaller weapons
profile. The AR Folding Stock Adaptor is CNC machined from aluminum and it is hard anodized. This unit
will work on gas or piston systems.
The AR folding Stock Adaptor kit provides you with all the parts and directions to all you to quickly and
easily retrofit your current rifle in 15‐20 minutes. The only tool that may be needed, would be a stock
wrench in order for you to tighten and unloosen the buffer tube locking ring.
I picked up one of the kits and had no issues installing it on my Patriot Ordinance Factory – (POF) 9 inch
short barreled rifle. The rifle measured in at a very small and compact size of 26 ¾ inches prior to the
installation of the AR Folding Stock Adaptor. Once installed I was able to bring the footprint of this rifle
down to a measly 19 1/2 inches. Yes 19 1/2 inches. This is very beneficial when you have limited space
in a rifle case to pack your gear to travel. Or when the need to enter exit and enter vehicles or aircraft
rapidly.
Once you have your Folding Stock Adaptor kit mounted you can easily open and close it with one hand
by pushing one button. The stock easily swings into place and quickly locks to allow you to get the rifle
into operation.
Upon getting to the range and employing the rifle I commenced to shooting a variety of drills to test for
function as well as accuracy. I also used multiple brands and bullet weights to see if there would be any
issue with the adaptor installed. I am happy to report that no malfunctions and or loss of accuracy was
experienced by adding the AR folding Stock Adaptor to my rifle.
I highly recommend this product to anyone needing or wanting to shorten the profile of their AR style
rifle. The product is durable and reliable and another great product brought to you by another great up
and coming company.
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